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"Let us compare mythologies5
I have learned my elaborate lie*"
««« Leonard Cohan
MYTHOLOGIES is a personally
oriented fanzine dedicated to
the proposition that there is
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MYTHOLOGIES will appear as
often as I can spare the time
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Print run this issue will
be 80 o
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unless otherwise specifiod*
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Readers might be interested
to know that Macaulay?s first
books CATHEDRAL® is a selection
of tho Book of the Menth Club,
in their Xmas Children's Catalog*
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MYTH

I have long considered Theodore
Sturgeon to be tho author to
whom I am most closely attunod®
as though hie stories were
being related directly to ma
rather than through the clumsy
medium of the printed word* when
I I’scently began attempting &
personal definition of "maturity”
it was only logical that I look
up his classic 19LJ.7 novelette of
the same name* There must® I
felt® be a better definition char,
tho dictionary’s vague reference
to having reached a stage of full
development® which seems to mo
to be defining the word in terms
of indoterminate measurement*

Tho novelette centers on Robin
English® a young genius who
becomes involved with Dr*
Margaretta Wenzel 1£, an
endocrinologistwho diagnoses
his erratic behavior as a
malfunction of his endocrine
system, retarding his normal
maturation: "Robin® Robin,
you’re such a child I" Despite
his manifest talenFs in a wide
range of areas,, Robin remains
financially unsuccessful because
of his inability to deal
pragmatically with hi3 world or
hi3 talentsv After submitting
to treatment, he becomes far
more preoccupied with hie own
nature, and spends tha balance
of tho story seeking the true
meaning of "maturity”* His
ultimate decision that "Enough
Is maturity" clearly implies
that it can only be defined in
limited,, relative,, personal
ways, that what might be termed
mature in one person la not in
another, and maturity within.an
individual is uneven and perhap
indefinable* So I was left
without a pragmatic definition,
though I did have some new
directions in which to look*

Keeping in mind Sturgeon a warning that “most people describe
maturity as an extension of themselves"? I decided tentatively to
define it as a measure of ths willingness of individuals to accept
responsibility foi* their own actions* Thia struck me ae far more
specific and useful than the various definitions offered by
characters in the Sturgeon story* A psychiatrist, for oxsxaplo^
defines maturity as ttthe condition achieved when sanity exists within
an organism at its ontogenetic peak"T leaving “sanity" undefined*
Others use similarly subjective terms like ©national balance» full
development^ and adaptability*
I initially applied this tentative definition to one of the more
controversial subjects of late, amnesty for the draft resisters*
Obviously those who chose to go to jail rather than into the service
were acting in a mature fashion., by my definition^ although this does
not necessarily imply that those who fled tc Canada or elsewhere did
noto But those who now insist that they should bo allowed back into
the ULSc without suffex'ing the consequences of their actions are
behaving immaturely* The rightness or wrongness of the draft system
and the vt&r itself are immaterial; the consequences of their actions
were clear from the beginning,-; and they chose expatriation* On the
other hand, members of the military who -=* like Lieutenant Galley -insist that they have no personal responsibility for their actions
because they were just following orders are no more mature than
the welfare mother who continues to nave children, even whan it is
clearly detrimental to both herself and her family* Implied in the
foregoing is the total organisation of the military around the
concept of voluntary immaturity*
I was recently exposed to a more graphic example* Joe Walters is
the local repairman for Monroe Calculators, whose equipment 13 used
extensively in my office* On his last visits Jqg spun us s. tale of
woe about his wayward, 22
old son, who has left homo and wants
nothing further to do with his father* Joe described to us the
various measures he had taken during the boy’s adolescence in orderto discipline him* He had made several trips to the local school,
urging the teachers not to lot his son get away with anything* When
ho learned that th® boy had stolen a car for a joyrides ho personally
called the police, reported it, and refused io appear in court with
his son* When the boy graduated frc% high school and refused to get
a job* Joe made a visit to th© local draft board and oemand*id that
they induct him* wThay*d either have made him a man or broken himcn
Unsurprisingly, nothing seems to have worked, but I’m not certain
which of the two is the more immature <, The son may have a record of
delinquency as a juvenile, but the father stands indicted by his own
statements of adult delinquencys of disregarding hia responsibilities
as a parent by attempting to shift oil the obligations of discipline
to other shoulders, the schools the policet the courtsthe draft
board* And, to greater or lessor degree5 Joe Walters is a typical
parentparticularly in relationship to educators* The tendency to
make teachers responsible for the discipline of our children has done
inconceivable damage to tho educational process in this country,
and is one of the major reasons I am no longer a member of that
profession* To be denied a teaching job on the basis that on© its too
diminutive in stature to effectively discipline enofs students la a
devastating blow to onevs view of our educational institutions*

The next logical step is to ask why such a lai’g© majority of people
remain immature* If, as I think we ar© obliged to assume, the normal
trend is toward maturity as the organism ages* there must b©
something which acts to inhibit this movement* Sturgeon provides
another hint whoa Dr. Wenzell tells Hahin: ^Apparently the maturity
you're getting i3 normal enough that ycu’re developing a man-sized
inferiority complex along with it*” Th© fear of being inferior to
one’s fellows is a special case of the fear of being different in
general*, Fears about our place in society, fostered by tho pressures
of class consciousness, peer approval, family pressure, and other
forces are probably the most important factors inhibiting individual
maturity*
This fear takes many forms. Most of us arc familiar with the fear
of failure, whether it bo on the job, at school, or in our personal
lives* Many businesses are saddled with executives who are terrified
of making the wrong decision, and on th® occasions when they do,
immediately seek ways to shift the blam© to others rather than try
to correct th® situation* American Hom® Products, a hundred-million
dollar conglomerate comprizing docens of companies including Chaf
Boy-Ar~Dee, An.ec in, Ekco Cookware, Preparation H, and Primatene, xia3
at one point negotiating to purchase the company for which I work*
The final agreement had been drawn up and was sent to corporate
headquarters for approvalo Months passed* Out of curiosity, I asked
on© of th© negotiators why confirmation was so long in coming* Ha
said that AHP, like most modem corporations, made decisions by
consensus, not fiat* A proposal floats around at high levels until
a majority have come to a clearcut decision one way or the other,
and then tho appropriate steps’.are taken* It’s a gigantic share-theblame operation*

Schools are at least as bad, and the entire educational process is
becoming increasingly perverted* While at Michigan S-^ate, enrolled
in a course dealing with Chaucer’s Canterbury Talcs* For term ©nd,
we wore all required to prepare a paper on im^atTied topic, choico
to bo our own* Most of my clascmatos wore immediately moved to total
panic, insisted that the professor suggest topics, which he refused
to do* I felt vastly superior for a while because I, like David
Solig from Sil verberg’s Dying Inside, am a competent hack0 able to
regurgitate acceptably high quaTT^y^papers with minimal effort*
And there are few subjects that I don’t have something to say about*
So I played around with a cGuple of topics for several weeks, but
found difficulty finalizing anything because I was so fascinated with
Chaucer that I kept writing my own Ktales”, even rewriting some well
known SF stories in iambic pentameter* Eventually I did churn out a
paper on religious rolos in th® Hun’s priest’s tale or some such, for
which I duly received my Bo Then camo the blow* The Professor, for
whom X had irimenso respect, proceeded to tonguelash the class
mercilessly for presenting such an undistinguished,, unoriginal# boring
stack of term papers* ”If just one of you had had the originality to#
fox* example, try writing your own talo,s: ho thundered^ ”1 would have
given that student an A# regardless of its quality, just because he
hadn’fc sunk to the depths of mediocrity inhabited by the rest of you/’
I thought of that stack of tales sitting in my room, fantasized
running up to the Prof with them, saying, "Here# see? I’M not dull
and unimaginative like th© rest of thorn*55 But I was*

To bo fairy however, neither ray classmates nor I were entirely
at fault© Our public school system is designed to stifle initiative©
We have assigned reading lists, censored libraries, assigned topics v.
rigidly structured classes and curricula, detailed lesson plans for
teachers# class schedules- and the overpowering pressure for good
gradeso which means conformity, standardisation, and giving the
teacher what is wanted, not what the student is capable of or
interested’ ino. And despite all that, the vast majority of students
are still incapable of reading and writing adequately© On the
rare occasion when innovative steps are taken in school systems,
we have building dynamited in th© Carolinasr strikes in West
Virginia# John Birch Society members elected to the school boards
in California, and books burnt in the Dakotas and elswh£re;«
The result of all this is that we, presumably?- adultse find that
we are often put to great difficulty to act in a mature manner
and assume fully our personal responsibilities
We were even
treated to the spectacle recently of having the President of the
United States say that while the ultimate responsibility for
Watergate was his, it was not his fault©

Evon our fear of failing is simply part of a greater fearp that of
being different© If everyone failed, we wouldn’^ mind cur own
shoi'tcomings nearly as much; misery loves company© Sturgeon hints
at this when Dr© Wonzell warns Robin that "You are going to find
out that one of the prices you must pay for the privilege of
becoming an adult is the control of the noises your mouth makes©n
To ensure that we are not different# we establish institutions to
tell us how to behave
churches to decide moral issues and
governments to enforce therao Individuals abdicate their responsible
lity to make their own decisions in order to be secure in their
conform!tyo The end result is such idiocy as censorship based on
"community standards", posing as a case of majority rule# in
actuality a case of minority rule inflicted on an unaware majority©
George Bernard Shaw recognized this trend
means responsibility© That is why most men dread it©"
I wish that I could feel superior to all this and insist with
justification that, having become aware of my own immaturity in
these respects, I have corrected or will correct myself in th©
future© This is obviously untrue© I°ra as much e product of my
environment as anyone else, and while writing this might dispel
some of my accumulated bad karma through catharsis, the fact is
that I will continue to behave pretty much ao I always have*. In
this respect, I think I have avoided Sturgeon’s charge that "the
more erudite and articulate a man gets, the more ho feels that the
rest of ths world lacks what he has, and that therefore maturity
is his condition, immaturity is the state of those I&33 gifted than
he©" Unfortunately, like it or not, we all are ultimately forced
to face the consequences of our actions» for, as Gardner Dosois
points out in "A Special Kind of Morning”, "We mke our own
heavens and hells©"
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’’The house is no longer on its present site©" Tom. Collins

ARRANT NONSENSE
by Paul PlFlllppc
At this moment^ work is going forward on a plan to halt population
growth^ with jr without the consent of everyone concerned© The
h me Is funded by dozens of nations, and is directed by a commission
'•omposed of delegates from the participating countries^

Tie plan consists of seeding the present population with 9 isi'ge
nt mb er of sterile clones, just as scientists haxre previously filled
mosquito awards with sterile mosquitos© The clones will be these oi
sexually aipraetlve people and will vary among many aesthetic norms.
Their attractiveness will be enhanced by a genetic manipulation which
will cause the clones to sweat a combination aphrodisiac and
affection-stimulant which will bo irresistible© Normal males and
females will be unable to compete sexually with the clones, and all
breeding will occur on a normal to clone basis© Naturally, it will
be fruitless©

Although, with the introduction of the clones, there will be an
initial increase in the population, the numbers of mankind will soon
drop© At firstfl due to the small number of clones available, nois
everyone will be able to mate with onef, but their mere presence will
turn normals off to sex with other normals© Eventually, as the
population shrinks, and more clones become available, each normal
will find a partner and be happy©
After about £0 years? when the desired level is reached., the clones
(who will have been released at the age oi 35) will have died a
natural death, and conventional sexual i*elations will be resumedt
although there might be considerable heartbreaks Humanity will
have been saved from itself;, without having to exercise any will
power at all©

Next issues If all the Ped Chinese simultaneously jumped from high
platforms to the ground, would the Earth be pushed out of orbit?

A Modern Ozymandifis
by Lee Carson

I mot a traveller from an antigue land,
Who said* °I saw protruding from the sea,
A brazen torch clutched in a lifeless hand
The same, like an Excalibur, as to demand
The Light from all Eternity©

"My findings saw an expedition planned,
Which soon unearthed a cryptic script,” said ho.,
”0roin out that radio-active sea and sand£
In words of alien* long-forgot command
Inscribed, ^Statue of Liberty"’’©
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A is For Aandahl

Vance Aandahl is one of ths most underestimated writers in the
field of science fiction and fantasy, pex'haps because of his low
output, particularly in the last few years© Several of the
stories which he has sold to SF magazines have not even properly
been within the genre. but his stories are 30 rare and ao excellent
that it is not surprising that editors snatch thorn upf. regardless
of their classifiestiono It 13 net a fluke that A&ndahl sold a
story to Playboy when ha was only 19«
Aandahl’s writing ability was obvious from the onset when* at 17.9
he sold "It’s A Great Big Wonderful Universeu to F&SFO With an
impressively economical use of words, the author paints a vivid
setting «•« a spaceport bar on an alien planet =>- and two characters*
one young and one old© The younger man inquires as to the contents
of a small bag hung around the neck of the older© The latter
explains that it is a sample of earth and grass from Earth, which
was destroyed years earlier© The younger man then says: n'All your
life you°ve carried a bag of Eartho" The older man replies: ”Noa
boy© All my life a bag of Earth has carried meo" This reverse
of the curse of the Ancient Mariner accomplishes in a few pages
what other writers have spent novels attempting, with less successo

This was followed by "Man on th© Beach"; a 1gs3 satisfying but
still pointed criticism of human prideo Using the same format,
a vignette length glimpse rather than an involved plot, ho presents
us with Alan Bronson... an egotistic explorer from Earths the sole
survivor of a massacre on an alien pianoto As he stumbles through
the carnagep he bceomes aware of the transience of human life,
of his relative insignificance in the scheme of things© "I memories,
when memories go, I goon His pride and egotism disappear? and ha
tells a passing sand crab, "Who to say I better than you?17

"Cogi Drove His Car Through Hell” is probably not a fantasy at all©
Ccgi is a white mechanic working in a black ghotto9 who trios
unsuccessfully to gain acceptance in the community© Many of* his
customers blame their troubles on the DQvil.; so one drunken night
Cogi determines to go to Holl and tweak the Devil’s nose© When he
wakens the following morning with confused memories of the preceding
night, he is greeted by his neighbors as a friend© The actual
trip to Hell, if it did take place5 happens off stageo The integrity
of the pieco, th© delineation of the characters, is independent of
the fantasy element©
"Darfgarth” a fantasy5 is the most skillfully executed of Aandahl’s
stories.. It was also the first of his stories to have an extended
ploto Darfgarthy a wandering minstrel with a magic mandolin^ is
the central character.. Ho is neither good nor evil, but both •** like
a‘ll men© Amdahl emphasizes thia in his description of th© mandolin-:
nln this mandolin, evil and good wore bound intimately together?
thuB bound, they uttered the song of life©” Darfgarth arrives in a
small village and deals with throe people: a wild boy prone to
v:. olGnce, a young virgin named Sally L0ntz■. y and an older villages*
named Lorr Quinn.□
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Darfgarth becomes Infatuated with Sally, and uses his enchanted
mandolin to lull the villagers into a trancelike sleep, during which
time he deflowers her© This is the first instance in which he
corrupts the innoccnto His reference to the "God-like" nature of
his music indicates his megalomania© Following Pally’s seduction,
Darfgarth befriends the wild boy and teaches him the three aspects
of God: truth, beauty, and justice. Each time that Darfgarth
spoaks of these, he reflects on how they are qualities which ho
possesses.
Eventually Darfgarth surprises Sally and Lorr Quinn in bed together.
Enraged, he uses the magic mandolin to transform them both into
snakes, then flees into the hills with tho wild boy. He tells the
boy what he has done: "It was just. God is justice." Tho wild
boy protests, "But you’re not God." Disillusioned with his mentor,
the boy kills him> justifying hia own actions by saying, "It was just.
God is justice." Thus his cor*ru£tion is also completeo
"When Lilacs Last in the DooryGKd Bloomed" appeared in 1962. This
is another plot centered story set after a nuclear war© Aandahl
uses stock SF concepts: the 3plintering of society, telepathy,
mutants. Robert Smith is drawn out of the ruins of his homo city
by a frigthening telepathic voice. He is captured by a community
that practices an altered form of Christianity. Ultimately, the
entire community is destroyed by the telepathic entity, an organic
computer complex. Aandahl is again commenting on the nature of
good and evil. Smith refers to the ^oice as that of the Devil;
the villagers consider it to bo God. In the long run, it makes no
differenceo Aandahl tolls us clearly that "morals had died with
civilization"o
Three minor stories appeared about this time, the early 1960’so
"1U92633 Marlon Brandos" deals with a telepathic projector who
transforms all of the men in her city into replicas of hor idol,
Marlon Brando. "The Unfortunate Mr Morky" tells of an individual
who is endlessly multiplied in time because of a timewarp. F&SF
published another mundane story, "The Riddle Song", in which an old
derelict’s dignity is measured against the cruelty of a group of
children. The story attempts unsuccessfully to porti*ay the old man
as representative of "everything that is romantic and imaginative
in man".

"Adam Fg&rst", from Playboy, is a realistic look at a romanticized
SF concept. After a cataclysmic disaster, probably a nuclear war,
mankind exists among the ruins of his civilization, reduced to
competing with dogs for food. Aandahl’s hero i3 the kind of man we
all know, not a superman who singlehandedly set3 man back on its feet.
Adam F^ost is a coward who allows other men to die for him, who
feels that the best use he can make of a library is as a hiding place
for his hoarded food, who suffers from radiation sickness which has
already deformed him. When one of his companions notes that "we aro
all very weak", Adam replies, "Wo always were." Ultimately he fulfills
the symbolism of his name by father a child, while raping a young
girl. "Then sprawling on a heap of refuse, Frost madly gave life to
mankind's first new child..."
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'?Tha Wereniai’tlniu is an amusing coddepty deftly. handledr of a
college professor who periodically changes into a martini© ”A
Crown of Bank Fumiter” is the least successful of Asndahl’s postdisaster stories.. This time the intellectual Alston Piedmont
Oliver III j. who has never cared to be ”a part of <tho human raobP <•
discovers that his education and ‘background help him not at -alX ‘
whan civilization is destroyed by?a plague© .Eventually
.'innocence
and naivete are lost as ho is caught' upein ths d<sath of 'a young girl©
♦eeaeoeeoq
Four years wore to pass before the next Aandahl story appeared
and something had been lost along the way* Alfchau^i-the crA£tsmnsh5.p
remains., the spirit is gone from the three sre^ibs * which? appeared in
1968*1969• " Beyond the Game” is a.fiaainstroam st ory abou t a young
boy repelled by the cruelty inherent in as high ^school game/that X-knew as "Bombardment*1© "Drool” is a trivial piec®'About a future
in which food is considered obscene* "An Adventure in the Yolla
3olly Middle Eel Wilderness”s Aandahl*s longest published work,
recounts the mating of a lonely female yeti, or abominable snowman,
with an ailing, neurotic college professor© Ha is unable to satisfy
her sexually and, in frustration, she accidentally kills him© The
story is equally frustrating© The characterization is sketchy and
the resolution unsatisfying© Aandahl5s point is obscure at besto

Five years have now passed since this last appearance© Hopefully,
we will be presented with another batch of stories shortly© Perhaps
Aandahl will have regained during the Interim the freshness of vision
that made bis earlier stories so outstanding*
OooOO9<.'«C©eooon«4»«rc>«i.*cnav>z>0AOik<'<jcoov--»eo»-4«oe*«>1-4«>o«o «»*«©>: 040 »
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Starting From Scratch

Most people have a soft spot in their hearts for newborn kittens., so
when a stray cat sneaked into our warehouse at Taunton Silversmiths
to have her litter, no eno was willing to evict her© She stayed for
several weeks, and one by one the kittens wars removed to foster
homes© When the last was gones the mother was escorted to the doo?
and the broken window that allowed her in initially was repaired*
Everyone concerned felt noble and warm about the affair,7 until this
week*

Monday was quiet., the lull beforo the storm© Tuesday proved very
different© The kittens had lived in a small room full of inactive
recordsmountains of paperwork, which are kept at the roar of the
corrugated box etorago area© This part of the warehouse is rarely
visited^ so at least a couple of weeks had passed since the
departure of the kittens© Tuesday momingf one of the warehouse
workers carried .ecrae additional records down and placed them near
the entranceway to the record room© A few minutes later, one of
his co-workers stopped him© "What the hell is that all over ycur
back?" Closer examination showed literally hundreds of small
insects — fleas© He stripped ozi the spot, picking them from all
over his body© Ultimately, he left work early tc shower and remove
those he couldn’t find©
The warehouse supervise?? immediately i^equisitionad bug spray© That
night, shortly before loav.lng> ho emptied one esn each of Black Flag

CM»^<S9

and Raid into the room, closing off all doors and windows0 Hien
he camG ir. Wednesday morning and checked, all was quiet* Thursdays
I was talking to thG warehouse supervisor when eno of the lift
operators reported that fleas had appeared in a second location,.
This area was aprayed also, and an Inspection of the entire
warehouse revealed no further infestationso There was nothing
that we could see for them to live on, so a serious problem wa3
considerec unlikely0 Little did ws know,,
Friday, things came to a rapid boilo F$ea3 were now located in
various parts of the warehouse, and the employees were refusing to
work near tbemo An exterminator infoz*med us that some fleas can
live quitfc well on mucilage, and corrugated boxes are held together
by glveo The supervisor was about to order a case of bug spray
when it happened that I needed to refer to some papers which were
kept at the scene of the original manifestation, the records roomQ

I never got through the door^ The entrance is hidden around a
dGgleg, so that you couldn’t see anything in the room until you
were stepping into it0 As I was coming down the blind side, I
heard a strange sound0 I stopped dead in my tracks and concentratedo
There was a constant, distant thrum of crackling noises, like Rice
Krispieso as of myriads of small insects jumping across a concrete
floorQ Discretion being the better part of valor0 I called the
supervisor and, armed with a can of Raid apiece, we entered th©
room3 spray cans fizz5.ngo
We were confronted with a 3cene right out of a’fCKSF movieo Tho
entire floor, ths shelves, filing cabinets, piles of paperwork, boxes,
and miscellaneous litter seemed to be hidden under shimmering waves
of movemento I have never hoard a more threatening sound than the
constant chatter of little bodies lusting after my bloods And it
was apparent that they sensed our presence, because the near sector
of insect turned as with a single mind and lurched in our directiono

We beat a hasty retreat, but not hasty enough, and both of us spent
several minutes picking minuscule insects out of our clothingo
Reasonably secure in our persons,, my companion began locking all
entrances to the area while I called the plant eng5.neez» and requested
bigger artilleryo He showed up shortly with four industrial
strength timed bug sprays□
"Put one of those in each corner of the room when you leave tonite
he said, *}and by morning they’ll all be deadon
”If you think I’m going back in there," said ths supervisor, '‘you
are out of your mindo”

Eventually a plan was developed by which the four bombs could be
rolled, dz’oppody and placed in the room with minimum exposure
Ths balance of the corrugated, which was only mildly infested,
would be treated by routine aprayingo The weekend passed..
Monday morning^ the supervisor and I unlocked the door to the
records room, from which there was still a stench of bug sprayo
When the door was finally unlocked and swung opentf a veritable

horde of insects omorgodQ lively as over* Fantastic visions
passed through my mind*
The stray cat had obviously wandered
near a nuclear plant and had been exposed to radioactivity*
Her mutated fleas had fed on mucilage which contained an expcri*
mental adhesive, and this had further aggravated their genetic
makeup to produce a superfle&5 impervious to all insectici-desp
able to multiply past all reasoning, which would supplant man on
earth ci And I had been witness to its very onset*
It didn’t work out that way, thank heavens* An exterminator,
was called in* Although ho admitted that he had never seen anything
like it, ha sealed off the entire warehouse and pumped it full of
poison gas three consecutive day 3* On the morning of the fourth
day, all was quieto Investigation shows p3„les of dead fleas in
some places over an inch deepo

Shortly after this happened, it occurred to me to wonder about
the corrugated boxes which had left the warehouse during this
periodo Wore some of the fleas perhaps carried in thorn, feeding
unsuspected on their mucilage? I made discrete inquiries in the
packing department and learned that, yes, the packers had been
complaining of insbet bites® I went from there to the stock room,
where the packaged items sit prior to shipping® Yes, they also
had been having trouble with small, biting insects® And these
boxes have been shipped all over the country, and to Australia*
(Watch cut, Leigh Edmonds’)
So the next time you have an itch, no matter where you may be5
think about our wayward kittens*
uo*o*******<v*u*ooo*09**oDa*u«*«<>*c«>a*i««>&**«*c-«**«*s*o»««*»«<t>vo<>«o*

The Crime of the Ancient Mariner

(or)
Investigation of the Induction of an Awareness
of Evil into an Interested Extraterrestrial

It is an ancient Harin er
And it stoppeth one of three
Of the Martian anti-missiles
That reach proximity*
It tells a tale cf dusty death
Of dissolute and antique sin;
It is an ancient Mariner,
And I an next-of-kin*
-----Loo Carson

(reprinted from Murex)

£ PAUL DIFILIPPO?
T don’t fcresee’^any end to bigotry,, since I believe its causes are
built into every present-day eocietyo First* the competiti vo
struggle for survival and status ensures that all our rivals will
become inferior in our eyess so that we may trample them without
guilto In the related case of women* it is their existence* not
their destructions which is necessary for individual and racial
survivalo With their gift (sometimes curse) of reproduction., they
become too valuable to bo risked (or ao it was formerly held), and
we rationalise keeping them in caves or Victorian parlors by saying
that they are constitutionally unable to manage in the outside worldo
Second^ the basic feeling of inferiority that many people have
leads them to boost their own faltering sense of self by degrading
otherso Alco-. they project the traits they most despise in them
selves onto others., soi'-t of like the old cure for warts that allowed
you to wish youra off on somebody elseo

Granted ths preceding^ then* bigotry will always exist until the
world bsuomcs a single land filled with materially socuro, self"
assured people (io6o Utopia)o Who’s taking bets as to the founding
of that?
(((Not meo)))
/~MIKE GLICKSOHN?
T fully agree that your concern with unconscious and conscious
bigotry is merited* but 1 think we’d disagree on just what defines
bigotry^ There exist certain valid generalizations that I do not
class as bigotry but that you doo For exampleP people from hotter
climates do tsnd to be more volatile than those from mors temperate
areaso I think that3s an established facto It would be bigotry to
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Spaniard or whathaveyou. just as it would be bigotry to assume
that thi : is the only explanation behind ths behaviour of certain
poop’ll f. But it could contribute to somsom^’s actions.. I think©
.■era‘s r&murk about the coloured people who have worked far hor\
for example. sounds like an observation based on tho people she
had had-direct experience with
Xt-f? perfectly possible that the
three or four coloured workers she-3 kuovai wsro lazy© If she
meant that all coloured people ara 'l&sy for* some physical reason^
though. e that; s definitely innate prejudice© The words themselves
could mean either thing, but you were there 30 your interpretation
Ifj probably correct© AS for Canadians and our inbred genetic
Inferiority> well* I thought ww‘d hidden it pretty well up to now,
It is(. of course& not a laughing mattero But neither .should one
look for prejudice in every remarko Seme people may not be
5.nnately bigotted.; Like mo.. for ex&iaple: I do not have any
inherent bias against any parb5.cular minority© 1 happen to think
just about everyone is despicable© (I have a vorg low opinion of
the general publics white* black, or gi-oenc)
As it happen®, my personal experience has been that a large number
■..>.'* Italian people^ especially in Italian neighborhoodsp tend mo bo
•loisy© This seems to be a cultural thing’ Italian women, seem to
3i.Gut for their children more than some other cultural groups* I
a on •- happen to like noisy people,, but I don’t think I dislike
Italians for that reason© I know a lot of Italians who are quietc
so I realise that my generalisation is a. generalisation© Tet I
j:
think
a valid generalisation.; It doesu’’t make me shy
away fr,cm Italian peopleand neither does the* fact that
boliave
most Chinese people ar© inherently quiet In their public lives
cause me to shy away from Chinos® people© Still., I think these
things to bo generally trues am I bigotted because of that?

\
of course not© Our definitions of bigotry ar® not as far
apart as you iseexa to fee?io Certainly there are valid general
statements one can make about any’ sub^papulation: Jaws tend not
■ 2. eat pork. women tend to be physically weaker than m$nv Italians
■ .- d to ?at more spaghetti than Chinese, fans tend to read riore
than non-firns© The pcrniaAaus aspect.
that mv-ct paaplo apply
the generalisation Indi scrim 5.natt>ly to individuala/Z/1 ati a quiet
It&Iifinc)))

: b.avs befO2‘&'Mythoi
#3© Aro you /;ure that ahat the world
needs is another parsonailllno? And so little in it that I carx
think of any comment onv too© 1’ hav® decided to take the dre.atic
opadienA of standing up fur- bigotryto wltt
I would imagine that ovcxyoyic on your mailing list Pharos your
?tbigotry about bigots”. (And probably nearly all of u.s also have
relations who don$t realise they ya bigots©) W© take thia r.o much
for granted that «e forget thero s another side cf the issue
namely that there arg, idontifiablo r acial/national tx*ait.i o Sure^
'chey’re mor sly average' properties of tho group and shouldn’t ~oe
used to >re judgn individuals’ ; and we hope th^t they ’re cultural
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rather than genetic in origin; but all this said, they do existo
Indeed, it can be as much of a mistake to neglect them in treating
groups as to consider them in treating individuals® To concretise
the argument, I ’ll take an example on which GL can hardly bo accused
of bigotry: the Irish are, on balance, a combative and sullen race;
this isn’t helped by the fact that they’re excessively given to
drink; they have a predilection for celibacy and general solitariness;
and, oh, are they stubborn® (As Dr. Johnson put it, uThe Irish are
a fair people -* they never speak well of one another®”)
Z££ZZ/&j£ It is surely not bigotry to take such tendencies into
account (though you5 a bettor be damn careful how you phrase them)®

Indeed, you yourself have clear-cut prejudices® I need only mention
your obvious animus against Oklahomans, or at least Lawtonians®
Lacking sufficient data, I am unable to judge whether your
generalizations about them are justified in the statistical senseo
Bit even if this be the case, 1 urge you to caution: Who knows
whether your words might inadvertently inflame some innocent reader
to the irrationality of Oklahomaphobic bigotry? Verily, the mind
boggles® (And what’s this a bout having to send to Italy for tires?
Ain’t Amurrican tires good enough for you wops?)
(((As mentioned earlier, I never intended to deny the validity of
some generalizations when applied to groups, only the practice of
ascribing them to individuals indiscriminately, There are any
number of groups against which I am prejudiced: the CIA, White
Rhodesian3^TSa^onians, the Mami Dolphins, etc® But I would not
allow my attitude towards individuals in these categories to be
shaped by that prejudice without confirmation® The streets in
Lawton are demonstrably littered with an appalling variety of nailsp
screws, broken glass, scrap metal, and other impedimenta® That
doesn’t mean I would accuse my next door neighbor in Lawton of being
a litterbug — although he was, in fact, as I learned from direct
observation©///There was no need to send to Italy for Michelin steel
belted radial tiros® I charitably assume that the men in question
were merely ml3taken®))}

/^MICHAEL Go CONEY/
Xs you can imagihep I was interested by your MYTH section and^ as my
typewriter was handy at the time, I started to jot down some thoughts
with the intention of incorporating them into this letter, briefly®
Howeverp such was my unconscious fervour, my desire to bring some
light into this dark world and that dark mind of yours, that the
goddamned thing overran
and there’s no way I have time to retype
all that crap® So I’m enclosing it as it isff for you to snarl at®
Bccauss I seem to remember saying bofore: there will never b© accord
between us® You aro not alone «« I5v° said it to plenty of other
people© But I will not fight the problems of th® blacks for them,
or the jews5 or women® But I will fight for «« have fought for ««
a black, a jew, and a woman® Many times, many people© Individuals
you understand?

I have the greatest admiration for someone who speaks on behalf of
himself, but nothing but contempt for the person who represents a
group
whether or not he is u member of that group® Wars are th©
final degradation of Man? and they arc waged by groupsj> and instigated

by thos^ who speak on behalf of’ those groups* A heavyweight
boxer who fights ^bocause I want the cash?; hasjmy r-ospect a The
same man fighting won behalf cf all my brothers’’ ih the hope that
it will encourage them in their struggle against the intolerable
suppression which they have suffered for so fang**. fI is a bum* in
ray booksa If you consider (as I do} killing tu be the ultimate
evil# then ask yourself which of those two hypothetical ightez*s
would be likely to cause the most dsathsQ
"
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misled by apparently simple .ieauea into condemning vast sections
of the human race merely because they de what is naturalthat
la* they mentally class strangers into groups* Wa ’ll never stop
them doing ito And these groups will become indi^dualls^d as
stereotypes
because in many instances t’hese groups do “have
ethnic characteristics,; and are aven proud of them.; $T8naSS the
feverish attempts of partly^assimilated races to x»ecapture or retain
their original cultures,, if you don5’t believe mo<> Personally* I
think it is crap* and have published several stories embodying my
own feelings concerning the idiocy of this particular trait of man-"
to insist that his group is different from any other (whether
nationally* raciallysexually or whatever) thus accelerating the
entropy of civilisation*

It is ths wrong approach* V/e ought to admit that groups can appear
to average out to a norm (the stereotypeP^T they insist on
perpetuating their group identityo At the earn® time wo should
deny the concept? or aven the woz»d9 equality (equal to who? equal
onwhat basis?) and enhance cur view of people as individuals*
Ag 1 said before^ individuals don?t fight wars*
It is possible* sure., to be bigotted about bigots* if you look
on the bigot as something unutterably evil* whose faults
instantly outweigh any other fine characteristics h© might have.,
It i& this^I think0 which leads you to your unhappy conclusion
that you have mot few genuinely kind people* There are millions
of kind people •-=*» by somebody*’s standards^ in the world* and
Iem happy to say I’ve met rasny of them* By ray standards* which
are demonstrably not so demanding as yourso

I think perhaps bigot is not th® right word to describe the people
you write about* A bigot ia obstinateo Any of your charactors*
given the nseessary exposure ^o“”xcs'^Kunknotmn; that is* tha negros*
the jewc;, whatever* on nasso. would have ccruc away saying that the
Individual was* maybe* quite a good guy after all* But your
characters couldnfit have had the necessary exposure, or they wouldn
have spoken the way they did* Unless they were totally unintellige.
of course
and if they are* why should you condemn them for their .
misfortune?
So
until the groups stop thinking of themselves as groups* there
will always be a problem,, because no individual can get on tei’raa
with *•«=» can know ■— a group* A group ia different* 5.t, is something
apart from oneself* it le menacing*. Fear of those ethnic and other
groups is not so irrational as you thihk* It is nothing to do with
propping upv our own egos* It is a pci'feetly natural and human
reaction to that which we imagine (rightly or* wrongly) to be

-15threatening uso It is th© very basic instinct of self-preservation,
and there is no way we can permanently” de al with this basic flaw in
human nature” as you put it* We can try — but it will simply crop
up again in the next generation*

Your approach is so wrong,, and yet basically so well-intentioned*
You say, nHow many of us have the courage to tell a fi'iend that he’s
a bigot whan ho tells us he Jewed a price downon (That’s a new
expression to me} as a matter of facto But I know what you mean*)
You see, you’re assuming that because a person uses this expression,
he is convincedobstinately and beyond any possibility of reasoned
argument, that members of the Jewish faith are shrewd and slightly
crooked businessmen* That’s a bigot# Now *- is your friend a bigot?
Or is he a nice guy who happened to utter a phrase which you didn’t
like the sound of?
And if the latter case is true, then who is at fault? Your friend, in
his innocent unthinkingness? Or the large group of people who have
intruded themselves cn his sensibilities by their history, their
group-solidarity, and their unquestioned success in easily-identifiablo
fields? Or you
for thinking in terms of ethnic slurs, and
countering them with exaggerated name-calling?
Lot’s admit it all, get the thing into the open* I hat© hypocrisy
above most things, which may be one of the reasons you find my writing
offensive in some respects 0 I will not sing a national anthem, I
will not be proud to bo Canadian, or"Sritiah, or whatever the hell I
am* TTave been the victim of more racial prejudice than I feel like
mentioning —« but I’m quite happy about it because I know the reason
for it, and I know nothing personal was me ant o I simply removed
myself from it*

Enough of this serious stuff* I have a mass of jottings around my
house, random thoughts <bits I decided were too dirty for novels and
the like
and I cam®, across an interesting piece which I wrote as
part of my biography for Ellison’s LAST DANGEROUS VISIONS, then left
out, because I’d already done ton thousand words designed to drive
Harlan out of his liberal mind, and I felt the pangs of conscienceo
Besidesg. my mother or sister might get to road LDV, whereas you say
your circulation is 75* The following piece illustrates, I think, the
way the group hatred thing horrifies me to the extent of nervous
laughter*

ouoMy mother was, and still is, an ardent feministo Much of my
childhood energies wore spent in trying to disprove her oft-repeated
theory that women could do anything men could, and more competently
too =«=> and what was more, they could have babiesb Which was
incredibly painful# a pain so intense that no mere man could have
suffered it without going instantly Insanej or fainting* A lesser boy
than myself would have contracted an inferiority complex for life,
hut I ifought back, and beat her at intellectual games, and made
myself unpleasant to my younger sist©rOPO
ooool asked her the reason for her disquiet and she told mo, with much
hesitation, that my sister’s lover was a French-Canddian* ”And anyone
will tell you,” said my mother, who is of sound Anglo«S£xon stock, ntha

Frsnch^Can&dians are very unreliable peoples” You can imagine
my relief when I finally mat my sister'43 lover arid discovered
that he was not, in fact, Fr©nch~Canadian at all^ but Chinesea
We were very hearty with each other for some time on this basis
until I said something tactless and he told me, in ^no^ance, that
his sallow complexion and other characterist5.es were due to an
allergy which came on when the mountain ash trees flowered *•- and
that ho was not Chinese at ailQ Ha was, he said, French-Canadian*
Although/, oddly enough, he had a Chinese wife® 1 have an undemanding.
nature and was willing to forgive the fellow.all this, particularly
when my sister told h*> how groat kith kids he was* He had three,
to prove• , it,,•
.
•
• •
-S* *•

Alas, time proved my mother’s judgment sound, and K^xnetn dis~
appeared fi’om our lives, leaving but a- memory* Or not quite, sines
it was shortly revealed to us that my sister was pregnanto It was
around this time that I left the country and all future contact
was by mall0 My mother has a gift for dramatic writing, although
much of the effect can be lost due to her verbosity and a sad
tendency to unconscious humour® She wrote telling ms of my sister3s
latest problemso

’■poor Jane is at her wits’ ends Last Sunday, who should turn up
but Kenneth, and there was the most awful row® It finished up with
him boating her up and ahe ran out oT‘“tKs house, which she paid for
out of her own moneyleaving that awful man sitting there drinking
her whisky and making himself at horns
had to get the police
to him -- it was all so degrading* And new she’s got a black eyeand the poor little baby’s got whooping cough, and to cap it all,
her hoi**se died of a heart attack while being ca3trated«n
All ths foregoing is true, except for a couple of name changes*
My mother can stay there -- she already features strongly in my
writings as Cgrioca Jones o How: Z thought the sequence of events,particularly the racism, was funny, very funnyo My wife, who is
as open-minded as Z„ thought it funny too* Hut I can conceive of
a number of people who for various reasons would cc-ndomn -Ltt of banc
all the characters in this story
and moat of all me, forbringing it to their attention*

And that’s all I do: bring things to people’s attention*
can-ft buck nature, but I propose to try to live with It*

I know 1

(((I think opposition to the factionalization of humanity is
implicit in my remarks on bigotry* 1 deplore the necessity for
mass actions as much as you do0 But social reform has to be
implemented on both t specific and fx general level; it just would
take too long to consider tho z’ights and wz’ongs of every specific
casco If we create one new inequity for every two we cure#, that23
unfortunatep but since every social action we take creates
ine qu 11 i -s s s am ©whs r - ? .z Vong vaa 1 in e ?, it’s h ard ly a cog on t argum en ’;,
Just as there 5.a some validity to generalizations about clc^sea o?
people,, iso is there also some validity to generalized cures*
The main point which I have in the past attempted to make about
your fiction is that many of your characters#, particularly .-jomsnare totally oter&ot^ped0 As I believe I once mentioned tc you#.

Carioca Jones is one of the few female characters you’ve created
who seem to have any depth* Stereotypes are useful in satire, and
if a writer wants to use them as a device for satirizing women’s
groups, civil rights advocates, or any other institution, more power
to him. But stereotypes do not work well in a realistic story.
"The Unfortunate Episode of Mrs* Hector Powell-Challenger" usoa the
stereotyped aunt and her circle of friends effectively in
satirizing their social attitudes and hypocrisy; the same typo of
shallow characterization of women doos not work in MIRROR IMAGE.
I don’t believe I concluded that I had met ’’few genuinely kind
people"; if anything, my conclusion was that oven genuinely kind
people are capable of unkind stereotyping, and this is what puzzles
end disturbs me0 While, as you say, we are unlilceTy to come to an
accord on much of the above, the exchange has, presumably, forced
both of us to re-examine our own beliefs, and clarify them in our
own mindso And that’s the primary purpose of Mythologieso

/~MIKE GLYER?
T~got Mythologies the other dayo I’ve got to admit that character
at the restaurant who had it in for Italians is a real dinosaur,,
Other than that observation I haven’t got a whole lot to contribute
to the bigotry discussion because it’s been worn out for me through
the last six years of grade school where I had the "opportunity"
to attend "integrated” (just 30$ white) schools* It always seemed
that my color mattered more to others than theirs did to mo, hence
I tended to dismiss both thorn and the topic of racism* Prejudice
against Jews has been less of my experience, but principally because
skin color was the primary issue, end those interested in stirring
something up just didn’t have to do that much research, ioeo find
out what everyone’s religion waso
At the university level prejudice against Jews was slightly more
visible, but at USC social consciousness of any kind, positive or
negative, tends to be absent* That sounds cynical, but what’s worse,
it’s almost true* 0n the other hand, with the impressive sweep of
Jewish history, the eras of persecution and rejection, it’s not
oxact3.y surprising that Jews will also make a distinction between
themselves and everyone els®; yet it never fails to irritate no to be
identified as ^oy or goyisoco kopfo

Overall it’s ironic that social progress in racial and ethnic terms
has not been enough to befeta breaking down social distinctions
stated on those terms£ but instead has intensified those distinctionso
Two decades after the early civil rights demonstrations, several
years after integration has been accomplished in Southern educational
institutions, a near riot can still bo provoked in South Boston, and
at San Fernando High (in LA, whore I attonded)* racial violence
persists -«» and tharer when Black, Brown^ and Whito teacher caucuses
are seriously suggested, tho criticism against their inherent racism
is treated by ethnics with contempt*

(((I firmly believed all along that th® .veal crisis in school
integration would,could, and as it turns©’ out, did come in the Horth*
Speaking of which,, I just happen to have a letter from Boston*)))

people3 shit away.; The Ajnny officials pointedly ignored my requests
for transfer and when I wrote my Congressmen?, tried to claim I was
insane and kick me put an a psycho discharge., By this time X almost
was insane* and I think it was because a couple of officers involved
realized that I was just about ready to start shooting my way out.,
including them in my targets,, that I was finally transferred tc this
company-, Toole me months to recover* from the experience? and it ”3
left me with a permanent paranoia towards blackso I*ottunara.-y? It no longer as bad as it was; I no longer gat the shakes at th© mere
presence of a black man* and I can even talk and joke with some of
the blacks I knowo But Whenever I find myself in a room where there 4
are more blacks than whitesc 1 still get sdgyn

(((There are always some people around who can’t wait to take
advantage of an unfortunate situation*. There ar^ many Biecks
perfectly willing to capitalize on the fact that many people feel
guilty about the conditions under which Blacks have lived* and
many others are well aware that Black pressure groups are getting
results on a political level0 Sheila had a fascinating encounter
with a Black door-to-door -salesman0 When she told him that sb©
was quite sure we didn’t need any additional magazine subneriptionth
he became surly? ”Youvd buy subscriptions from mo if I wesn‘;t Black r
He patently didn’t believe this., but thought it would be an effective
sales gimmick*, It probably is* though luckily neither Sheila nor’ I
walk around bent under the weight of 200 years of Maude“Style Whits
guiltO

Your lack of success with the Army recalled one of my own experience c; o
When I was in Vietnam9 the roan next to me was occupied by a
character named Kalmer Malby, Melby was about 2$ years old,
alcoholice and looked like a football playero For reasons which wei
never quite clear to me* he took an instant dislike to my every ■
action and engaged in a continual policy of harassment;? turning on
his radio full blast while I was sleeping.; insulted me., climbed the
partition between cur rooms to pour beer onto my bunk* etcn As I’m
sure you3re aware* if you complain to the First Sergeant about thx3
sort of thing* the enlisted men ostracize you* end the ofi’lcei-’s and
NCO’e would just as soon net know what’s going on anywayo So you
solve the problem yourself« I tried two approaches, First,. I igncr?r
him* figuring he’d lose interest if he didnh-..
a rise out of moo
That didn^-g work* Next I got him alone on© day and asked him
straightforwardly why he felt compelled to bother meo He seemed
quite ambarassed and put off when confronted with the faat0 and
1 actually had no trouble for a couple of woekfu But than it resumed
in full forceo X wasn’t about to fight him* he had almost 12 inches
and sixty pounds* and Ivm not exactly the ~tuke«him«out-behind-'the®
building•*and~thrash«»him type anyway., On. the other hand* I’m not
exactly noted for being able to central my tempero So one evening*
when he drove the point of hie bayonet through the partition a fs7
inches above the bunk an which I t^as sitting,; I calmly picked up the
hoochmaid*s basin of soapy water and heaved it over into his roomt,
A very wee Melby was at my door a few moments laterQ ’’D’Ammassa*
In about five minutes there Isn’t going to be enough left of you
to put a bandage onon I sat up in bed and uncovered my MX6 rifle..,
pointed Ito ’’Shit*” he said* "You haven’t got the guts to fire that
thing..,” I very uncalmly fired one round past him,; out the ioorway0
I. never had any more trouble after that nights
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attempting to dominateo The reason why many people fear similar
groups more than substantially different ones is understandable;
they ar© more of a threato In the film* The Cardinalg a Catholic
mother tells her daughter to marry a Jew or"an KKeTst? but not
a Protestanto The reasonings or lack thereof., is simpisa The
basis of Frotestantism is that there was something wrong with the
particulars of Catholicism* where Judaism or Mohammedanism are
simply rivalso I would expect deeper hostility between Reform and
Orthodox Jewss for example, than between Jews and Christianse)))

/“ROGER SWEE3J7
How do you account for your own fairly tolerant attitudee vis«a~vis
those of your mother and father?

(((Thatvs a damned good question that I wish I could answero I
obviously do have prejudices,, but not of the same type and (hopefully)
not on the“ same scale as do theyQ Part of the answer is probably
the result of normal adolescent opposition to the views of one’s
parents having solidified with age into dogmao Part may be because
I had very little contact with minorities as a child? and therefore
was never in a position of competition with themo Rut these are
only partial answers^ and they do not satisfy me0)))

/“JODIE OFFUTT?
during my early years prejudice meant looking down on Blackso Periodo
It didn’t apply to anybody or anything else. At a very early age I
realized my grandfather was prejudiced (before I knew ths word) end
I later had to rationalize his prejudiceo My dad was, too, although
ha recognized it and discussed ito I don’t know if I was or not as
a child
I never was in a position to find out* I do know that
I’ve been self-conscious in social situations with Blackso Probably
that was due to it being a new experience rather than any prejudiceo
(I have also seen my son describe semebody as the one in rod pants
and white hat, tfhen the most obvious-to me^de script ion was that he
was Black; I thought he was being overly liberal., but have since
decided that th© red pants were truly more distinctive a color to Chrir

The first time I ever seriously questioned the Catholic Church had
to do with pre Judice o Oh*, I’d asked a couple of unanswerable
questions way back in second or third grade about things that
puzzled me and I got because-thatcs^the-way-it-is answers that didnc-:,
satisfy me, but what can a child do at that age; I forgot about it ■=>at least for a few yearso
It was in 1952 or 53, when the first Desegregation Law went into
effecto I was in high school and it seemed the most obvious thing
in the world for the two Catholic schools in town to become oneo
There weren't many Black students, their facilities were terrible,
and w© were sharing teachers who had to walk back and forth between
the schorlso In the first place? it obviously ^ade senseu In the
second place, who should better set the example in our town0 but the
Catholics? Well- it didn’t happeno And I had on© hell of a time
reconciling that”with the "all God’s children are brothers, love thy
neighbor” stuff XQd been indoctrinated with all my lifeo Most of
my childhood had been spent hearing about the Church and all it had
done for the victims of WWII regardless of faith or nationalityo I’d
put countless dimes and nick©13 in boxes, and drank a lot of milk I

didn’t want while being told about the poor starving children in
Europe® I guess I never reconciled the failure to desegregate
the Catholic schools, with what Icd been taught® (I still have a
very hard time accepting gray areas®)

Prejudice toward Italians or Irish is honestly beyond my understanding.,
I can find no reason for it and it seems so ridiculous to ma that I
simply can’t take it seriously® I just find it funny® Xt?s like
small town gossip; if there’s nothing big to talk about (and there
never is) people are going to look around till they find something,
however insignificant® Or they''ll speculates then gossip about that0
I think that if these poor people are so desperately lacking in
their lives, so ignorant* then the rest of us just have to ignore
them®
I’ll tell you something that I find just as uncomfortable and
embarassing as prejudice® People who constantly make comments or
OK jokes about Jews and Blacks to show how liberal they areo They
may not be prejudiced, but they sure are self« consciouso

(((Unfortunatelyprejudice against Blacks and Jews should strike
us as just as funny as prejudice agaizist Italians anSFBTacks® It
gets a bit harder to laugh when prejudice is directed against you
personallyo Itc3 also hard to ignore people of this nature when
they are in such an apparently large majority®
Your disillusionment with the church reminded mo of one of the more
memorable days of my high school years® Through a series of events
which does not remain very clearly in my mind* I found myself one
day dating one of the more desireable girls in my class® Sandi
was a very nice person, though a bit prone to religious excesses®
I had long since lost any firm belief in th© Methodist Church,
although I still attended sporadically® Sandi was also a Methodist
and one day she announced that a nearby Methodist church was
sponsoring a series of speakers for az: all day session Saturday^
and would I take hero Now, Church meetings were never exactly my
idea of a date, but I didn't want to relinquish the chance to go
out with her, so I agreed© In due course we went, and I found the
program about as boring as I had expected® The speakers went on
endlessly, divinely inspired no doubt, and I didn^t both a drink
of cold water and a restroom desperately by the time they announcec
that the congregation would be broken up into various discussion
groups© We were assigned to one group of about JO people and
•aent off to a room where rows of seatr had been set up« The
congregation of this particular church was lily whit©, but the
program had attracted Methodists from all over the area® Some of
them wore Black, and one of them was in our discussion group£ a
very quiet, rather attractive girl® By the time I returned from
the restroomy everyone x-fas seated except Sandi and I» All the
seats were filled except for .a neat, antiseptic circle around the
seat where the Black girl sat® People were standing or sitting G.i
fche floor rather than sit next to her® I was in a combative mood
as it was, so I rather pointedly insisted that Sandi .uid I fill
in the gap® The discussion centered on Brotherhood in Christ5 and
I took the first opportunity I had of speaking to point out the
obvious hypocrisy present in that very room® The discussion leader
fended me off with an irrelevant serios of quotations from the Bib c

and then proceeded to ignore my hand whenever I raised it again.,
Eventually I could stand it no longer and insisted to Saadi that
we leave* She seemed extremely erabara3ssd by the entire thing*
I never took her out again., and I never attended a Christian
church service ageing except as a spectator*

THE LESS SERIOUS SIDE

/"PAUL DI FILIPPO?
Regarding "Meteorologist * a Soliloquy’% by George Fergus., I can
only say that I was hardly prepared for its fevered, raa&iac
qualities* Trply, this is the work of a man obsessed* I only met
the author once (on a twilit balcony during the Discon banquet)
and I donflt believe w© were even introduceds. but he seemed a steady9
sober chap0 How then* upon seeing his bylina, was I to expect so
macabre* so grim* an opus? I hope the lad will realize his limits,,
though, and not let hiss Fancy dwell overlong on such subjects, for
that way Madness lies* Nonsense aside, it’s as fine a takeoff as
I8ve seen in a while* although my favorite is still the parody of
”To His Coy Mistress”,, which ends with the line: ”And now let us
discuss your tits*” Unfortunately, I have lost all traces of it
(the parody, not the*a*skip it*}
/"MIKE GLICKSOHg?
The feghoots wore amusing, although I wish they’d been padded out
a bit moreo Half the fun is in groaning at the amount of
irrelevant background thrown in to tos3 you off the track of the
punchline*
Not being £ car driver, I’ve no flat tire tales to regale you with*
At least, non© to compere with your own experiences* Being in
Prague with a two^day expired visa, no Czech at my command v a flat
tire on my ©cooter., and a Csech soldier with a machine gun at my
back isn’t even in the same league*

(((I was planning to omit this last paragraph, Mike, but decided
it would bo unfair to cancel your5 Czechs)))

/BEN INDICK?
Paul Di FilTppo^i piece was a genuine cautionary talo, but I fear
it is not a laughing master with roeo Perhaps, too, it was,
jditorially, too much, after the other, preceding* articles of
some despair*
/"MICHAEL BISHOP’
15ee Carson’s "Birchers'* was fine., the Shakespeare parody less
affective* DiFilippo’s puna? Fino, ©specially th© second one*
A minor art form. puns* Yes, indeed*

/"MIKE GLICKSOHN?
T?ve never encountered any prsJudice in stores or restaurants
because I was white, or English, or Canadian, or half Jewish*, ox
oven because I was a fan* But I do remember once going into t
ijmall restaurant very early one morning^ just as the sun was
rising, with ray parents * When I was elevan through fifteen^
used to go on canping holidays with my parents, and most of thes
were down through Now England* One morning, after we'Jd driven s .
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night from Toronto, w© stopped in an all-night dinor in©©©are you
ready?©©©Providence, Rhode Island© It was the first time any of
us had ever been to Providence© We were pretty grubby, having
travelled all night as I mentioned, but we'1 a stopped for coffee
and toast to tide us over until we reached a campcito and could
cook a proper (cheaper) breakfast© The counterman was all alone,
and quite friendly© He startad asking us about where wo ware
going and what we planned to do© Than he asked us where we were
from© Wg told him weed come from Toronto0 "Toronto, Canddal”
he intoned0 with the sort ox1 reverence one usually reserves for
Shangri-La, or at the very least Disneyland: "You come from
Toronto, Canada?" Vie all agreed that y©s, this was the case©
Then be said something that’s stuck very clearly in my mind for at
least the twelve $ears5 maybe longer since I’m not exactly sure how
old 1 was at the time., He asked us in a very pussled tone, "What
in hell would you want to come to Providence for?" I never did
find a satisfactory mswer to that©©©
{((A base canard, indeed© In all honesty, however, as much as
I love th® Providence area# I make no secret of the fact that I
was completely taken with Toronto last year and would dearly love
to live thereo On the other hand, when I visit Boaton, y^anhattan.,
Chicago, Washington, or even London, Canada, for that matter.
I’m satisfied living in the seeend host metropolitan area in
N or th Am© ri c a o)))

/“Bruce Arthurs?
Since you werc’ at Fort Lee once, you might be interested to learn
that a recent study listed nearby Petersburg as having the fourth
highest rate of venereal disease in the nation, after Washington*.
New York, and Detroit© Hell of a claim to fame© Can you imagine
the city council putting that up on a sign outside of town:
YOU ARE NOW ENTERING PETERSBURG, FOURTH HIGHEST RATE OF VENEREAL
DISEASE IN THE NATION. DRIVE DEFENSIVELY©
{({The sign should probably read:

SWIVE DEFENSIVELY©)))

BYPASSING TIME Al]? SPACE
WITH ISABELLA FIGHOLLER

«=^Mike Bl alee
During her tenure as diplomatic troubleshooter for the Solarian
Council, Isabella Figholler usually found her most vexing problems
in interplanetary relations were wifi the recalcitrant and head
strong colonists of Mars© Because of th® Incredibly harsh
physical conditions gh the planet, only those frcai equally
primitive environments on Earth, suc.i. as Eskimos, Australian
aboi’igines, and desert Africans and Arabs, could be induced to settle
hero© 21st century technology and their own stubbornness enab2.ee
them to survive and prosper where all others had failed, but before
ong they began to make the most outrageous demands of Earth and
lie other members of the Solaris Council ^demands which wore
usually met© Thanks to Mars’ lower gravity and selected radiation

*
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mutation.. the colonists were able to grew fruits and vegetables of the
most amazing size and weight© Earth came to depend upon imported Martian
foodstuffs© The colonists began increasing the price by great leaps and
when Earth protested# the Martian colonies declared an embargo of all
edibles© Earth backed down., and tho incident—called the Ares Edible
Crisis«»*taught her a bitter lesson© Isabella did much to cool down
tensions in Areas© Later# armed conflict broke out between the Martian
colonists and chose granted the right to inhabit and exploit the aster
old belt(j dwelling on the planet Icarus© Isabella was able to stop the
fighting and was generally credited with bx*inging to a peaceable
conclusion Che Ares-Ica^us War©

Trouble seemed to be brewing again when Isabella found herself summoned
to a briefing of the Solarian Council© One of the Ares colonies had
slowed production to a virtual standstill because the Council would not
meet what it called a simple demando The colony was Hew Algeria,, founded
by settlers from the Mediterranean coast of Africa^ specialized in tho
growth of hugs fruit© What they were demanding was a new governor fox*
the colonyjj as the old one had died© Nene of the settlers<• from Eskimos
to aborigines# would cooperate with officials and scientists in charg
unless they wei*e members of that particulai' ethnic group© The Council
coped with this by taking selected colonists and training them in the
necessary areas© The New Algerian demand# howover# was unprecedented
and could not bo met© They wanted a governor who was not only of their
own ethnic group and an able administrator# but a practicing doctor of
medicine as well J The Council was perplexed© They had several medical
students, but they were ail too young and had no training in colonial
government© Not knowing of anyone who was an expert in intex’planetary
government as well as a doctor (besides herself j, of course) Isabella
decided to visit New Algeria and find out the reason for the unusual
request©

The rulers of New Algeria were called days# the title used by governors
of the original Algiex's on Earth before it became a French colony©
Isabella was met by the acting Dey# the former assistant doye as soor at
eb.e landed© On the way to his officev sh© noticed the distinctly
hostile attitude accorded him by the colonists© “They despise me/' ha
said sadly© “I am not a doctor# a'lasf merely a politician© Because I
have not been able to find a true Dey to rule us# the workers refuse to
harvest and weigh our fruit# which threatens to over-ripen and spoil J*

Isabella pressed him for an explanation, as to why the people insls53d
on a doctor# when the colony already had ©rough# and it could not be
logically considered a relevant qualification for holding office© “It
is not logical,, The people are superstitious/* ha replied# but
deferred any continued discussion# saying it would ail be graphically
illustrated by a visit to where New Algeria’s chiof fruit export was
prepared for Shipment© So he took hex' to the plant where huge# sues
delicious apples 4 weighing up to a hundred pounds# were readied to bo
sent to Earth© Isabella# legendary throughout the solar system as the
only person ever to consume an entire Martian apple at one sitting,
found her month watering at the fruit standing next to the electron!:
scales© ”Our workers5 demand is simples you must find a physician t<
rule us or they will no longer weigh the fruit and send it to Earth©'nEut why?R cried Isabella in exasperation© “Why is that the only thinrs
that will keep your workers on th® Job© Wby?“
The official looked slowly from the empty icales to Isabella©
you have heard that a doctor as dey keeps the apples aweighF-

“Surely
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Dus to unexpected,; and fettering, demand, circulation of Mythologies
is now approximately 100o I hope to have the next issue out by
first week of Decembero Keep those cards and letters-coming□
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